1. Which jailbreaking exemption are you supporting—smartphones/tablets, video game consoles, or both? I am supporting both

2. What's your background (i.e., are you a developer, hobbyist, academic, independent researcher, user, etc.)? Hobbyist and advanced user

3. What device do you want to ensure you have the legal authority to jailbreak? Any computing device that I purchase, such as a computer, console, smartphone, or tablet.

4. Please explain why you want to jailbreak this device. What limitations do you face if you aren't able to jailbreak it? Is there software you couldn't run, computing capabilities you wouldn't have, cool things you couldn't do, etc.? With the ability to run unsigned code, I have access to modifications much faster than would be available through official channels, plus many of the updates given to these devices (most notably smartphones) were first done by the independant community.

5. If you're a developer, did an online application store or console manufacturer reject your app or game? If so, what reasons did they give?

6. Is there anything else you want to tell the Copyright Office?